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Abstract: The voltage dependences of polarization characteristics of light passed through the
cholesteric layers with tangential-conical boundary conditions have been investigated. It has
been shown that such layers allow turning the polarization azimuth more than 70◦ because of the
unique untwisting effect of the cholesteric helix, due to free azimuthal rotation of the director
on the substrate with conical anchoring. Optical cells under study have some advantages (low
control voltage, smooth variation of polarization azimuth, simplicity of design) and can be used
as an electrically controlled polarization rotator of white light.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Liquid crystals (LCs) are unique functional materials owing to their high sensitivity to external
factors. The preferred orientation of the long axes of LC molecules is characterized by the unit
vector called a director. The director configuration determines the macroscopic optical properties
of LC, for instance, the orientation of optical axis which coincides with the director in nematic
LC. The director configuration can be changed by an electric field. In practical applications, LC
is in contact with the bounding surface which affects the director orientation at the interface
and, in turn, assigns an orientational structure in LC bulk. There are several types of surface
anchoring: tangential (the tilt angle of director θs measured from the interface is equal to 0◦),
normal (θs = 90◦), and tilted (0◦<θs<90◦). For conical surface anchoring, the director is also
tilted to the interface, but its azimuthal direction is degenerate [1]. Nowadays, LC systems with a
strong surface anchoring are widely used. In these systems, the director at interface does not
undergo change at the LC reorientation in the bulk. A weak surface anchoring attracts attention
because of the lower operating voltage [2] and the realization of bistability [3] or multistability
[4].

LC cells are known to be used in optical components such as polarization rotators [5–8] and
wavelength plates [9–11]. One of the widely used polarization rotators is 90◦ twisted nematic
(TN) cell [5]. The polarization parameters of light passed through the 90◦ TN cell depend
on the wavelength of incident light [12]. However the approximation of adiabatic following
of the light polarization is often employed for such a cell. If the wavelength of incident light
satisfies Mauguin’s condition φdir ≪ 2π∆nd/λ (φdir is total twist angle of director, ∆n is optical
anisotropy, d is LC layer thickness, λ is light wavelength) [13], then the TN cell rotates the
linear polarization of the transmitted light by 90◦. The electric field applied to the cell causes its
switching to the state in which there is no polarization rotation. In this case, the polarization
rotation angle cannot be smoothly varied because the total twist angle of the director remains
unchanged owing to a strong surface anchoring. To realize the tunable angle of polarization
rotation, the alignment layer with weak azimuthal surface anchoring on one of the LC cell
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substrates was used [14]. The applied in-plane electric field caused the director reorientation
on the substrate with weak surface anchoring that induced the transition from a homogeneous
director configuration to the twisted one. The twist angle of LC orientational structure was tuned
by the direction of the in-plane electric field. This polarization rotator requires the complex
electrode configuration to be formed. Furthermore, the switching of the polarization rotation
angle was performed only between several values. The described device can operate as the
electrically controlled achromatic polarization rotator if the Mauguin’s condition is valid for all
light wavelengths of the desired range. Another approach to realize the LC-based achromatic
polarization rotator was proposed in [7,15,16] where the LC cells with continuous variation of
director twist over the sample area along one direction were formed. The angle of polarization
rotation is tuned by changing of beam position.

Cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) have a helical configuration of director in a free state. The
orientational structures of CLCs in the LC cells with tangential-conical boundary conditions have
been recently investigated [17,18]. It has been shown that in the twisted structure of CLC the
azimuthal angle of the director on the substrate with conical surface anchoring depends on the
ratio between the thickness of LC layer d and the cholesteric pitch p (the distance over which
the director rotates by 2π). Moreover, this director azimuthal angle changes by the electric field
applied perpendicular to the cell substrates [18]. For this reason, the angle of polarization rotation
can be controlled in such a LC system. This paper considers the voltage dependences of the
polarization characteristics of light passed through the cholesteric layer with tangential-conical
boundary conditions.

2. Materials and methods

The sandwich-like cells consisted of two ITO-coated glass substrates covered with alignment
polymer films and the CLC layer between them. One of the cell’s substrates was covered with
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) (Sigma Aldrich), and another one was coated with poly(isobutyl
methacrylate) (PiBMA) (Sigma Aldrich). The polymer films were formed on the substrates by the
spin coating method. The PVA film was unidirectionally rubbed while the PiBMA film remained
untreated after being formed. The nematic mixture LN-396 (Belarusian State Technological
University) doped with the chiral additive cholesterylacetate (Sigma Aldrich) was used as the
cholesteric liquid crystal with left-handed helix. The main part of LN-396 composition is
alkyl-cyanobiphenyl and alkyloxy-cyanobiphenyls [19]. For LN-396 the PVA specifies the
tangential boundary conditions and PiBMA imposes the conical surface anchoring with the tilt
angle 50◦ [17]. Therefore, the PiBMA film was used without additional treatment in the samples
under study. The cells were filled with the CLC in the mesophase at room temperature. The
LC layer thicknesses were 13.9, 21.6, and 35.3 µm assigned by the glass microspheres (Duke
Scientific) or teflon spacers. The ratio of the cholesteric layer thickness d to the helix pitch p was
0.61 for all samples under study. Depending on the ratio d/p, the defect-free twisted structure
or twisted structure with defect loops and defect lines could be formed in the CLC cell [17,18].
In the present work, the sample prepared contained a small number of defects in the CLC cells
with d equal to 13.9 and 21.6 µm. The latter were eliminated by the voltage application which
resulted in the defect-free twisted structure after switching the voltage off [18].

The polarization of light passed through the CLC cell is characterized by the polarization
azimuth ψ and ellipticity angle χ (Fig. 1(a)). The polarization azimuth is the angle between the
semi-major axis a of the polarization ellipse and the x-axis. The ellipticity angle is an arctangent
of the ratio of semi-minor axis b to the semi-major one a of the polarization ellipse. The angles ψ
and χ are restricted to the following intervals: 0◦ ≤ ψ ≤ 180◦, −45◦ ≤ χ ≤ +45◦. The positive
and negative values of χ correspond to right-handed and left-handed polarizations, respectively.

Polarization characteristics of light passed through the LC cell were measured using the
quarter-wave plate Q and the linear analyzer A (Fig. 1(b)) [20]. The light source was the He–Ne
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Fig. 1. Polarization ellipse (a) and scheme of the experimental setup (b). a, b are semi-
major and semi-minor axes of the polarization ellipse; ψ, χ are polarization azimuth and
ellipticity angle. L is He-Ne laser, P is polarizer, Q is quarter-wave plate, A is analyzer, D
is photodetector, G is generator, R is rubbing direction of PVA film. The light propagates
along the z-axis. The indicated polarization is left-handed.

laser with wavelength λ = 632.8 nm. The LC cell was placed so that the substrate covered by the
PVA film was an entrance substrate and the rubbing direction R of the PVA film was parallel to
the x-axis. The linear polarization of incident light was parallel to the y-axis. To investigate the
voltage dependences of ψ and χ angles, the 1 kHz AC voltage was applied to the LC cell using
the function generator AHP-3122 (AKTAKOM).

To simulate the polarization characteristics of monochromatic light with wavelength λ = 632.8
nm passed through the cell, the orientational structure of CLC was calculated by means of the
free energy minimization method [21]. After that, the Berreman 4 × 4 matrix method [22] was
applied to calculate the polarization of the transmitted light. The following parameters were used
for the simulation: the elastic constants of the splay k11 = 11.1 pN, twist k22 = 7.6 pN, and bend
k33 = 17.1 pN; the refractive indices for light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the director
n∥ = 1.720 and n⊥ = 1.520 (λ = 632.8 nm); the dielectric constants parallel and perpendicular
to the director ϵ∥ = 19.5 and ϵ⊥ = 5.2 (1 kHz).

The optical properties of the CLC structure for white light were examined by Finite-Difference
Time-Domain (FDTD) method implemented in commercial Lumerical package. The LN-396
liquid crystal had the following refractive indices n∥ and n⊥ depending on the wavelength λ:

n∥ = 1.786 −
0.046(λ−2 − 0.4513−2)

0.5493−2 − 0.4513−2 − 0.02
(︃

λ−4 − 0.4513−4

0.5493−4 − 0.4513−4 −
λ−2 − 0.4513−2

0.5493−2 − 0.4513−2

)︃
,

(1)

n⊥ = 1.5445 −
0.0165(λ−2 − 0.4513−2)

0.5493−2 − 0.4513−2 . (2)

CLC structure was illuminated by the plane wave with normal incidence along the z-axis and
linear polarization along the y-axis. The white light source was modeled by choosing a pulse
duration that allowed an accurate span of wavelength range from 400 to 700 nm. The accuracy
of the simulation was ensured by using 1001 points per wavelength. The periodic boundary
conditions were applied at the lateral boundaries of the simulation box (along the x and y-axis),
while the perfectly matched layers were used on the remaining top and bottom sides. As a result,
x and y electrical components of light wave at the output of the CLC structure were determined.
The projections of Ex and Ey on the axis of analyzer allowed us to calculate the resulting electric
field E along its direction. Using the value E the light transmission of system consisting of the
CLC structure and analyzer was found. Such calculations were carried out for different angles of
the analyzer to obtain the dependence of light transmission on the analyzer rotation angle.
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3. Results and discussion

The orientational structure with simultaneously varying the director tilt and azimuthal angles
is formed in the CLC cells with tangential-conical boundary conditions. Figure 2 shows the
calculated orientational structures of CLC in the initial state and when the voltage U = 2 V is
applied perpendicular to the cell. The values of tilt θ and azimuthal φ angles of the director profile
are presented in the same figure. In the initial state, θ changes nonlinearly from 0◦ (substrate
with tangential anchoring) to 50◦ (substrate with conical anchoring), and φ varies from 0◦ to
−200◦ along z-axis (Fig. 2(a)). The negative value of the azimuthal angle of director means that
the cholesteric helix is left-handed. In our case, the value of φ = −200◦ on the substrate with
conical anchoring corresponds to the total twist angle of the director φdir in the CLC cell. The
voltage applied perpendicular to the substrates induces the change in θ angle and, at the same
time, decreases the absolute value of the total twist angle of the director. The Fig. 2(b) shows
that φ = −117◦ on the substrate with conical surface anchoring for U = 2 V.

Fig. 2. Calculated orientational structures of the CLC layer with tangential-conical boundary
conditions (top row); the tilt θ and azimuthal φ angle of the director vs z/d (bottom row).
(a) Initial state; (b) voltage U = 2 V is applied perpendicular to the CLC layer. z/d = 0
and z/d = 1 correspond to the substrates with tangential and conical surface anchoring,
respectively. Ratio d/p = 0.61.

Figure 3 shows experimental dependences of the polarization azimuth ψ and ellipticity angle
χ versus the applied voltage U. The parameters ψin and χin of linearly polarized incident light
are equal to 90◦ and 0◦, respectively, since the linear polarization is parallel to the y-axis. In the
absence of applied voltage, ψ = 84.5◦ and χ =-2.8◦ for the light passed through the LC cell with
d = 13.9 µm (Fig. 3(a)). The significant changes in the polarization parameters are not observed
in the range of voltages from 0 to 0.7 V. Further increasing the voltage leads to the complicated
changes in ψ and oscillations of χ (Fig. 3(a)). One can observe the increase in polarization
azimuth from 84.5◦ to 144.5◦ with one oscillation in the range of voltages 0.7–1.18 V. The
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rise of ψ is accompanied by χ oscillations which are characterized by approximately constant
peak-to-peak value equal to 14◦. The nonmonotonic decrease in ψ and significant increase in the
absolute value of χ occur when applied voltage U>1.18 V.

Fig. 3. Experimental dependences of the polarization azimuth ψ and ellipticity angle χ

of the transmitted light from the applied voltage U. (a) d = 13.9 µm; (b) d = 21.6 µm;
(c) d = 35.3 µm. The ratio d/p is equal to 0.61 for all the samples.

The similar dependences ψ(U) and χ(U) are observed for the samples with d = 21.6 µm and
d = 35.3 µm (Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)). However, the number of ψ and χ oscillations increases for the
cells with thicker CLC layers. At the same time, the peak-to-peak values of these oscillations
decrease: for example, the peak-to-peak values of χ oscillations are approximately equal to 10◦
and 7◦ for the samples with d = 21.6 µm and d = 35.3 µm, respectively. Moreover, one can
observe voltage ranges where the peak-to-peak values are approximately constant similarly to LC
cell with d = 13.9 µm. The increase in CLC layer thickness leads to the rise of ψ variation from
the initial value. The polarization azimuth changes from 83.3◦ to 148.2◦ in the range of voltages
0–1.40 V (Fig. 3(b)) for the LC cell with d = 21.6 µm. For the sample with d = 35.3 µm, ψ
increases from 78.1◦ to 154.1◦ in the range of voltages 0–1.43 V (Fig. 3(c)).

The calculated dependences of light polarization parameters (λ = 632.8 nm) on the applied
voltage for the LC cell with tangential-conical boundary conditions are presented in Fig. 4.
The calculations were performed for the sample with d = 21.6 µm by the Berreman 4 × 4
matrix method. The simulation results are in agreement with the experiment. The small
quantitative discrepancy could result from using in calculations of the elastic constants and
dielectric anisotropy values of nematic mixture E7. In Fig. 4(a) the calculated voltage dependence
of φdir is also shown. The applied electric field causes the smooth variation of φdir from −200◦
to −117◦ in the range of voltages 0–2 V. The observed dependences ψ(U) and χ(U) result from
the change in the director tilt and azimuthal angles induced by the applied voltage (Fig. 2). The
decrease in total twist angle of the director leads to significant variation of the polarization
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azimuth. The change in the director tilt angle causes the decrease in effective birefringence of LC
which results in ψ and χ oscillations. For comparison, Fig. 4 also shows the calculation data for
the CLC cell with the same parameters, but the surface anchoring is tangential on one substrate
and tilted without azimuthal degeneration on another one. The initial director orientation for
two presented CLC cells is the same. It can be seen that for the CLC cell with tangential-tilted
boundary conditions the increase in the applied voltage leads only to the ψ oscillations and there
is almost no increment in ψ angle (Fig. 4(a)). Moreover, the peak-to-peak values of χ oscillations
are slightly higher for this cell in comparison with the cell in which the tangential-conical
boundary conditions are specified (Fig. 4(b)). Such a great difference in behavior of polarization
parameters in CLC cell with tangential-tilted boundary conditions is connected with the fact that
in this case the applied voltage does not change the total twist angle of director (Fig. 4(a)).

Fig. 4. Calculated dependences of ψ, φdir (a) and χ (b) from the applied voltage U
for light (λ = 632.8 nm) passed through the CLC cell with tangential-conical (T-C) and
tangential-tilted (T-T) boundary conditions. The polarization characteristics of light were
obtained by the Berreman 4 × 4 matrix method. The CLC layer thickness d = 21.6 µm. The
ratio d/p = 0.61.

In general, the linearly polarized light passed through the twisted director configuration
becomes elliptically polarized. As mentioned above, the analytical expressions of the light
polarization parameters for TN cell with tangential surface anchoring on both substrates were
given in [12]. The general expressions for TN cell with the equal tilt angles of the director on both
substrates were obtained in [23]. To the best of our knowledge, there are no analytical expressions
for light polarization parameters for TN cell with different director tilt angles on substrates.
Nevertheless, the observed voltage dependences of ψ and χ angles can be qualitatively explained
using the simplified model. In this model the structure with inhomogeneous director tilt angle
and twisted linearly along the z-axes is substituted by the structure with uniform director tilt angle
θ̄ = (1/d)

∫ d
0 θ(z)dz and linear twist [24]. The value θ̄ = 13.3◦ was obtained using the simulation

data of the director configuration of CLC with tangential-conical boundary conditions at U = 0 V
(Fig. 2(a)). For the structure with the constant tilt director angle, the effective birefringence of
LC is given by [25]:

∆neff = n∥n⊥/
√︂

n2
⊥ cos2 θ̄ + n2

∥
sin2 θ̄ − n⊥. (3)

The ellipticity angle and orientation of the polarization ellipse of light passed through the TN
cell is given by [25]:

χ =
1
2

sin−1

[︄
Γφdir

φ2
dir + (Γ/2)2

sin2
(︃√︂

φ2
dir + (Γ/2)2

)︃]︄
, (4)
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ψ ′ =
1
2

tan−1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2φdir

√︂
φ2

dir + (Γ/2)2 tan
(︂√︂
φ2

dir + (Γ/2)2
)︂

φ2
dir + (Γ/2)2 − (φ2

dir − (Γ/2)2) tan2
(︂√︂
φ2

dir + (Γ/2)2
)︂ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (5)

where ψ ′ is the angle of major axis of the polarization ellipse measured from the projection of
director on the output substrate, Γ is the phase retardation and φdir is the total twist angle of
director. Γ is given by

Γ = 2πd∆neff /λ. (6)

Figure 5(a) shows the dependences χ(Γ) calculated by the Eq. (4) for the various twist director
angles φdir. One can see that the decrease in the phase retardation Γ caused, for example, by
the action of electric field results in the oscillations of ellipticity angle. If Γ decreases, then the
peak-to-peak χ rises. If the director twist angle decreases, then the peak-to-peak χ reduces.
Thus, when the applied voltage increases, the variation of peak-to-peak χ connected with Γ can
be compensated by the decrease in φdir. This case is probably realized in the LC system under
study (Fig. 3), where the peak-to-peak χ is approximately constant in the certain voltage ranges.
In addition, Fig. 5(a) shows that for the thicker CLC layer and, correspondingly, the larger initial
phase retardation the peak-to-peak χ is less than for the thinner CLC layer that is in agreement
with the experiment. The similar situation is observed for the parameter ψ ′. Figure 5(b) shows
the dependences ψ ′(Γ) calculated by the Eq. (5) for the various total twist angles of director φdir.
It can be seen that ψ ′ value depends on the phase retardation Γ and, correspondingly, on LC
layer thickness d. Therefore, ψ values for LC cells with various d should be different at U = 0 V.
This situation is observed in the experiment (Fig. 3). When the phase retardation changes (for
example, by electric field), the major axis of polarization ellipse of transmitted light oscillates
relative to the director on the output substrate (Fig. 5(b)). Like the ellipticity angle, the change in
the peak-to-peak ψ ′ can be small due to the simultaneous variation of the phase retardation and
total twist angle of director. The appearance of ψ oscillations (Figs. 3 and 4) is related with the
behavior of ψ ′. Moreover, the peak-to-peak value of the ψ and ψ ′ oscillations decreases when
the thickness of CLC layer increases. The behavior of ψ(U) and χ(U) changes at certain voltage
(Fig. 3). In particular, the major axis of polarization ellipse does not oscillate relative to the
director on the output substrate when applied voltage increases (Fig. 4(a)). For samples of thicker
LC layers this change occurs at higher control voltages and, consequently, at less total twist
angles of the director. For this reason, the maximal value of ψ grows with increasing d (Fig. 3).

Fig. 5. Calculated dependences of χ and ψ′ angles from the phase retardation Γ for the
structures with the various total twist angles of the director φdir.

Let us consider the light polarization characteristics of the cell with CLC thickness d = 35.3 µm
(Fig. 3(c)). As mentioned above, the polarization azimuth of monochromatic light (λ = 632.8 nm)
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changes from 78.1◦ to 154.1◦ in the range of voltages 0–1.43 V. The absolute value of ellipticity
angle is less than 10◦ in this range and, consequently, the polarization of transmitted light is
close to linear. If the wavelength of incident light were less than 632.8 nm, the applied voltage
would lead to less peak-to-peak χ due to the larger initial phase retardation of the LC layer. Since
λ = 632.8 nm is in the long-wave range of the visible light, one can suppose that the polarization
of transmitted light would be close to linear for all the wavelengths of the visible light. In this
case, the CLC cell with tangential-conical boundary conditions can operate as the electrically
controlled polarization rotator for white light. To check the hypothesis, the situation when the
linearly polarized white light passes through the CLC cell with tangential-conical boundary
conditions and the analyzer has been theoretically considered. Figure 6 shows the calculated
voltage dependences of β angle and ratio Tmax/Tmin. β is the angle between the analyzer and
the x-axis corresponding to the maximum light transmittance Tmax of the system. Tmin is the
minimum light transmittance reached at the analyzer orientation β ± 90◦. The applied voltage
causes in the range of 0–2.0 V the variation of the polarization direction of white light from
72◦ to 153◦ (Fig. 6). The angle β does not change significantly in the range of voltage from 0
to 0.8 V and it varies noticeably at U>0.8 V. Such behavior of the light polarization rotation is
explained by the change in φdir angle. One can observe in Fig. 4(a) that significant variations of
φdir occur at U>0.8 V in spite of the thresholdless reorientation process of director in CLC bulk.
The average value of Tmax/Tmin is equal to 113 in the range of voltage from 0 to 1.6 V which is
evidence of a reasonably high degree of light polarization. The ratio Tmax/Tmin decreases sharply
when the voltage exceeds 1.60 V and becomes equal to 7 at U = 2 V. Thus, one can conclude
that the CLC cell operates as an optical rotator for white light in the certain voltage range.

Fig. 6. Calculated dependences of the β angle and ratio Tmax/Tmin from the applied voltage
U for the linearly polarized white light passed through the CLC cell with tangential-conical
boundary conditions and analyzer. The CLC layer thickness d = 35.3 µm. The ratio
d/p = 0.61.

4. Conclusion

The polarization characteristics of linearly polarized light passed through the cholesteric layers
with tangential-conical boundary conditions have been investigated. CLC layers of various
thicknesses but with the same ratio d/p = 0.61 have been examined. The experimental
dependences of the polarization azimuth ψ and the ellipticity angle χ of the transmitted light
from the voltage applied to the CLC layer have been measured. The electric field applied
perpendicular to the layers induces both oscillations of the ellipticity angle and a significant
change in polarization azimuth. The oscillations are mainly conditioned by a decrease in the
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effective birefringence of LC owing to an increase in the director tilt angle. The polarization
azimuth ψ varies more than 70◦ angle because of the unique untwisting effect of the cholesteric
helix under the action of electric field due to the free azimuthal rotation of the director on the
substrate with conical anchoring. At that, the curve ψ(U) weakly oscillates in accordance with
the oscillations of ellipticity angle χ.

The numerical simulation of polarization characteristics is in agreement with the experiment.
It has been shown that the CLC layers with tangential-conical surface anchoring allow realizing
significant changes in the polarization azimuth in contrast to the CLC layers with tangential-tilted
boundary conditions without azimuthal degeneration. The voltage dependences of the polarization
azimuth ψ and ellipticity angle χ have been qualitatively explained using a simplified model
with a homogeneous tilted director configuration.

The optical cells based on the cholesteric layers with tangential-conical boundary conditions
can be used as an electrically controlled polarization rotator of white light. Such devices have the
distinct features such as smooth variation of polarization azimuth by electric field and simplicity
of design that provides them an advantage over closest counterparts [7,14–16]. Moreover, some
parameters of the material and cell, such as the tilt angle of director on the substrate with conical
anchoring, LC birefringence and its dielectric anisotropy, layer thickness, can be optimized to
improve the electrooptical characteristics of CLC cells. For example, the variation of d/p and tilt
angle of director on the substrate can increase the angle of polarization rotation and decrease
the ellipticity angle. The change in dielectric anisotropy, elastic constants, and cholesteric pitch
can reduce the control voltages. Thus, the influence of the above-mentioned parameters on the
director reorientation and corresponding change in light polarization is an interesting matter for
future investigation.
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